
Earnings: 

Financial markets are kicking off one of their busiest weeks of the year this morning with an array of 
important earnings figures due over the coming days. The chart below lays out the S&P 500’s annual 
performance (Y-axis, left hand side) and the index’s y/y earnings growth (X-axis, at the bottom). This data 
series covers from 1950 – 2022, with each dot representing one year. Everything on the left half of the 
chart indicates a year in which earnings have contracted, and each dot on the right half shows years in 
which earnings have grown. Everything on the top half of the chart indicates positive annual S&P 
performance, and vice versa. 

As you can see highlighted in orange, stocks are more likely to rally than to fall over the course of a 
calendar year when earnings are declining – i.e., there are more dots in the upper left quadrant than in 
the lower left one. This might seem counterintuitive, but the key factor to remember here is that markets 
are forward-looking and will price in a recovery well before earnings stage their rebound. Many of these 
years in the orange box (negative earnings growth and positive annual S&P 500 performance) will have 
seen volatility throughout the year as earnings were downgraded, before price eventually bounced and 
finished the year higher. The key lesson here is that we should remain invested, and not make any rushed 
changes to our portfolios just because of negative earnings news. 
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Tech Job Cuts: 

Unfortunately, job layoffs in large multinational technology firms have dominated newspaper headlines 
over recent weeks, with 10,000+ job cuts each being announced by firms such as Microsoft, Alphabet 
(Google), Amazon, and Meta (Facebook). As well as the names mentioned on the graph below, we have 
also heard from IBM and SAP last week, who plan to cut roughly 4,000 and 3,000 roles, respectively.  

However, as outlined on the graph below, the level of tech sector job cuts announced recently (in orange) 
is still relatively small and is likely to only partially reverse aggressive hiring seen over the pandemic period. 
The pandemic headcount growth period seen below (in purple) refers to the Q4 2019 - Q3 2022 period, 
and saw firms such as Microsoft hire 77,000 individuals, Alphabet hire almost 68,000, and Amazon take 
on a substantial 746,000 workers. 

We believe this study puts some context around the layoffs seen in the sector so far – every job cut of 
2023 has been a fraction of the new headcount added even in 2022 alone. It is important to not just view 
these recent job cuts as a standalone event, but rather look at the unique set of circumstances which led 
us to this point in the tech sector. 
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